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Nonassociative rings % in which the identity 
(4 y, z) = (.Y, z, x) (1) 
is satisfied for ail x, y, z in %, where (.x, y, z) is the associator 
(x, y, z)= (xv) z-x(yz), have been studied by Outcalt [3], Sterling [S], 
and Kleinfeld and Widmer [2]. We shall call such rings (and algebras over 
a field F) semialternatiue. 
Assume that 5!l is a finite-dimensional semialternative algebra over a field 
F of characteristic # 2, 3. Outcalt’s results imply that, if ?I is semisimple, 
then ‘$I is alternative; that is, Yl is a unique direct sum of Cayley algebras 
(over their centers) and simple associative algebras. So in this paper we are 
concerned with nonsemisimple semialternative algebras. 
A 3-dimensional example of Kleinfeld [l, p. 9861 shows that semialter- 
native algebras are in general not power-associative. We define the radical 
of % to be its maximal solvable ideal W, which we prove is nilpotent. We 
give a 2-dimensional example of a nonsolvable ‘% which does not contain 
an idempotent. However, if a semialternative ring !?I of characteristic # 2,3 
has an idempotent e, we show that ‘% has a Peirce decomposition 
‘!X = %rr + XI0 + %I&,, +!I&,,, relative to e which has some of the properties 
of the Peirce decomposition for an alternative ring. Our proofs are based 
on the important formula 
for all x, y in %, which Kleinfeld and Widmer established in [2, 
Theorem l] in their simplification of Outcalt’s proofs. 
Our 2-dimensional example shows that the Wedderburn principal 
theorem (there exists a subalgebra 6 of Fu such that rU is the direct sum 
% = 6 + %), which is valid for alternative algebras if ‘%/!JI is separable [4, 
Theorem 3.181, does not hold for semialternative algebras, so there is no 
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possibility of establishing here the rich theory which follows from the 
Wedderburn principal theorem in the alternative case. However, we are 
able to use the trace form 
(x, JJ) = trace R,, (3) 
where R, is the right multiplication of ‘?I corresponding to x in ‘$I, to give 
some standard results if F is of characteristic 0. 
Throughout we use the terminology and notations used in [4]; in 
particular, operators are written on the right. Also we assume throughout 
that the characteristic is # 2, 3. 
1. SOLVABLE ALGEBRAS 
If !B is a subalgebra of ‘u, denote by 23* the enveloping associative 
algebra of the right and left multiplications of Cu which correspond to the 
elements of B. If 8” is nilpotent, then ‘13 is nilpotent r4, Theorem 2.41; 
that is, there exists an integer t such that any product zlzz “.z, of t 
elements in %, no matter how associated, is 0. 
Permuting X, J’, z cyclically in the definition (1) of a semialternative 
algebra Cu (or ring j, we have 
(4 y, zj = (v, z, x) = (z, x, .Y) ($1 
for all x, y, z in Cu. In terms of right and left multiplications of ‘?I, (4) 
becomes 
R,,R,-R,Z=L,,-L,L,,=L,R,-RR1,L, (5) 
for all JJ, z in 2l. If ‘9I has characteristic # 2, 3, the basic formula (2) 
becomes 
(R; - R9)2 = 0 (6) 
for all x in 9l; that is, 
RS, = R; Rs t- Rx2 R; - R;> (7) 
forallxin’L[.Puttingy=z=xin(5),wehaveR~-R,z=Lx2-L~,so(6) 
implies 
(L; - L.&y = 0. (8) 
THEOREM 1. Let ‘+B be a semialternative algebra over afield F, and let B 
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be a finite-dimensional solvable subalgebra qf ‘X Then 8* is nilpotent, 
implying 23 is nilpotent. 
ProoJ We give a proof by induction on the dimension of 8. If !I3 = 0, 
the result is true. If 23 # 0, there exist a proper (solvable) subalgebra & of 
23 and an element MJ 6 0. such that 23 = Fw + 0. and ‘B2 c K. For the vector 
space B/23’ ( # 0) has a basis of cosets ~7 + B2, NJ: + ‘B’, . . . . )v, + 23’. Then 
K = Fw, + . . . + Fw, + ‘B2 is a subalgebra of ‘23, and we may assume in our 
inductive proof that Q* is nilpotent, 
We note that 
(cs;*)“= 0. (9) 
Putting y = w, z = c E (5 in (5), we see that R,,R, = R,, + L,, - L,L,., 
R,L,=L,R,,.+L,L,-L,,, L,,,R,=R,L,.fR,R,-R,,, L,L,=L,,+ 
R,, -R, R,,. for ci in (X by (10). That is, we may move R,,. or L, from the 
left to the right of R, or L, in a fashion which, although it may introduce 
new terms and eliminate R,,. or L ,,,, preserves the number of factors 
from &*. 
Denote by 9 the subspace of B* = (Fw + a)* which is spanned by all 
products having at least one factor from a*. Equivalently, by what we have 
seen above, $I consists of all elements of ‘B* of the form C + C CiSi (C, Cj 
in &*; Si in F[R ,,,, L,,.]). For T, T’in 23*, write Tr T’ in case T-T’ is 
in 9. Then T-T’ implies TT”- TIT”, TUT- T”T’ for any T” in %*. 
If T is in %*, then 
TSS for some S in F[R ,,,, L,,]. 
Putting x = ~7 in (7) where M?~ in ‘B2 c 6 is u” = c E &, we have 
R:, = R; R, + R, R;” - R f E 0. 
(11) 
(12) 
Putting )’ = z = MT in (5), we have 
L;,r -R; 
and 
L,R,,= R,,L,+ R;“. 
Hence T in (11) has the form 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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for some CI, /I, . . . . p in F. If T’ E cr’R, + .. . + p’Ri,L,, is in !B*, then 
TT’~PR~,+~R,~~+R,L,,+SR~,L,,+~~R~,,L,~. (16) 
for some p, . . . . q in F by (12), (13), and (14). It follows from (16), (12), 
(13), and (14) that any product of four elements of 23* is of the form (15) 
with CI = /I = 7 = 6 = E = A = 0, so that any product of eight elements of 23* 
is in ‘2). That is (!B*)’ s 9. The elements of 2Jk are sums of products with 
at least k factors from Q*. Systematically moving R, or L, from the left to 
the right of each factor from (E*, we do not decrease the number of factors 
from E*, so (9) implies ‘?Jk = 0 and (‘B*)8k = 0. That is, 23* is nilpotent. 
Therefore so is 23. 
We define the radical of a finite-dimensional semialternative algebra ‘?l to 
be its maximal solvable ideal %. Theorem 1 implies that !R is also the maxi- 
mal nilpotent ideal of %. We say that ‘3 is semisimple in case !JI = 0. Then 
the semialternative algebra ‘%!I/% is semisimple [4, Proposition 2.31. If %!I is 
semisimple, then ‘?I is alternative since it has no nonzero ideal which 
squares to zero [2,3,5], and 9I is a direct sum of Cayley algebras (over 
their centers) and simple associative algebras. 
Let % be a 2-dimensional nonassociative algebra over F with basis U, v 
and multiplication table u2 = u + v, uv = v, DU = v2 = 0. Then (u, U, U) = -v 
while all other associators of basis elements are 0. Hence !JI is semialter- 
native (actually assosymmetric [l]) but not power-associative. The radical 
‘% of ‘?I is Fv, and !II/% = F(u + 91) E’ F. There is no idempotent in ‘%: e* = e 
in ‘?I implies e = 0. This example of a nonsolvable N without an idempotent 
also shows that in general idempotents in +2I/!R cannot be “lifted” to idem- 
potents in ‘8, as they can in the alternative case [4, Lemma 3.191. Since in 
this example the Wedderburn principal theorem would be equivalent to the 
existence of an idempotent, that theorem also fails for semialternative 
algebras. 
2. PEIRCE DECOMPOSITION 
Let e be an idempotent in a semialternative ring ‘% (of characteristic 
# 2, 3). Then (5) implies 
Ra - R, = L, - L,2 = L, R, - R, L,, (17) 
while (2) and (4) imply 
((e, x, e) e) e = (e, x, e) e (18) 
for all x in ‘8. These formulas are sufficient o yield a Peirce decomposition 
of !R relative to e: 
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THEOREM 2. Any semialternative ring % is the direct sum 
~=%+%m+%,,+%i, (19) 
of submodules 9Su (i, j = 0, 1) defined by 
fly= {xii irz %I exv = ix,, xqe = jxu>, (20) 
i, j=O, 1. 
ProoJ: (Thanks are due the referee for considerable simphfication of the 
original proofs of this theorem and the next one.) The decomposition of !I? 
in (19) and (20) is equivalent to the statement that R, and L, are 
“commuting projections”; that is, R: = R,, Lz = L,, R,L, = L,R,. By (17) 
it is sufficient to show that R,L, = L, R,; that is, 
for all x in %. 
(e,x,e)=O (21) 
The Teichmiiller identity, ()t’x, y, z) - (\v, xq’, z) + (w, x, YZ) = 
IV(X, y, z) + (~7, x, J~)z, holds in an arbitrary nonassociative ring. Putting 
M’= y=z=e in this, we obtain 
(ex, e, e) - (e, xe, e) + (e, x, e) = e(e, x, e) + (e, x, e) e (221 
for all x in % by (4). Now (xe, e, e) = ((xe) e) e - (xe) e = (x, e, e) e implies 
the first equation in 
(e, xe)e = (e, x, e)e, (ex, e, e) = e(e, x, e) (23) 
by (4) while (e, e, ex) =e(ex)-e(e(ex)) = e(e, e, x) and (4) imply the 
second. equation in (23). Then (22) and (23) yield 
(e, x, e) = 2(e, x, e) e (24) 
for all x in !%I. Then (24) and (18) imply (e, x, e) = 2(e, x, e) e = 
4((e, x, e) e) e = 4(e, x, e) e = 2(e, x, e), implying (2 1) and establishing 
Theorem 2. 
We note that the notation exe is unambiguous, and that we may decom- 
pose any element x in % according to the Peirce decomposition (19) as 
x=exe+(ex-exe)+(xe-exe)+jx--ex-xe+exe). 
THEOREM 3. In the Peirce decomposition (19), 9111 and Si, are 
orthogonal subrings of %. Also 
~m%o~%l~ %I %, c ~110, (251 
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and 
!x&C !Fzii (i,j, k=O, 1). (26) 
ProoJ: Put x = e, y = yii~ !R2,, z = Z~[E &, into (4) to obtain 
ijvijz,, - e(yijzkj) = ( J’iiZ,) e - lJviiZ,, 
= (I- i) Zkj J’ii, (27) 
implying e(llijzki) = i~~z,,, (yiizki) e = iyVzki, so that yijzki is in !Rii, which 
yields (26). In particular, !Rij is a subring of !R (i = 0, 1). To see that *32,, 
and !&, are orthogonal (that is, !Rii!RW= !RW!Rz,, =O), we begin by 
putting i=j= 1, k=I=O in (27) to obtain 
hzoo) e = --o~~ll = .vllzw- 4vllz00) (28) 
for ally,, in ‘Jz,,, zoo in !I&, . Put i = j = 0, k = I= 1 in (27) and interchange 
y and z to obtain 
e(zooyll) = -~llzoo=z~o~ll - (z00.vd e (29) 
for all yl, in %ii, zoo in !Roo. Since Rz = R, by (17) and (21), we have 
((yll~oo)e)e=(~~llzoo)e. Then (28) implies ((.)ilzW)e)e= -(zooy,,)e= 
(V 11-700) e--O llzoo) e= (Y~~z~ e= -zoo~~ll~ or 
(z~J’~~) e=h.vll. (30) 
Substituting (30) in (29), we have y,,z,,=0 for all y,, in !Rll, zoo in ‘%,,. 
Substituting yll zoo = 0 in (28), we have zooyli =0 for all ~~~~ in ‘!Rl,, z,,,, in 
!I&,. Hence !Rll ‘9& = 9&,%,, = 0, as desired. 
In order to prove (25), we use the identity B(x, y, z) = 0 of [3, p. 1321, 
3(x2, y, z) - 3x(x, J’, z) - 3(x, Y, z) x 
- cy, (z, x, XII + CG (u, x, x)1 = 0. (31) 
Putting x = e in (31), we have 
(e, Y, z) -de, 4’, z) - (5 Y, z) e = 0 (32) 
for all y,z in !R, since (z,e,e)=(y,e,e)=O. Putting Y=Y~E%~, 
z = zkl E !& into (32) yields e( yijzk[) e = ilyiizkl by (27). In particular, 
e(yVzV)e=O if i#j. Hence %~o%lo and %ol%o, are contained in 
%o + so1 + %o~ Let yiizii = a,, + a,, + a,, and ziiyii = b,, + b,, + b, if 
i#j. Putting these into (27), we have i(a,, + a,, + a,) - a,, = 
a,, - j(alo + a,, + am) = (j - i)( b 1o + b,, + boo). Now j # i implies i + j = 1 
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and j - i = + 1. Hence a,, = boo = 0, and b,, = 0 if i = 1 whereas b,, = 0 if 
i=O. That is, z,,y,, is in !I$,i while zO1~~O1 is in \31r0, proving (25). 
Although the results in this section have been stated for rings, the 
corresponding statements for Peirce decomposition of a semialternative 
algebra ‘9I over a field F are clearly valid. 
3. A TRACE FORM 
Let ‘8 be a finite-dimensional semialternative algebra over a field F. We 
define a trace form on 2I by (3). Then (x, y) is a symmetric bilinear form 
on Z since (y, x) = trace R,, = trace R,R, = trace R,R,, = trace R,, = 
(x, y) by (5). Also (5) and (4) imply that trace R,, Y,Zj =0 as follows: 
trace R C-Tr ‘, Zj = trace RC,,,, - trace RrCyz, = trace R, Rz - trace R, R,.; 
= trace(R,R,- [L,, R,]) Rz-- trace R,(R,R;- [L,, R,,]) 
= - trace[L,, R,] Rz + trace R,[LZ, R,,]. 
Then 
3 trace R,,, ],, zj = trace R,,, J’, 3j + trace R, .,,, z,x, + trace RCZ, x, Yj 
= trace EL CL, R,ll + traceCRy, [IL,, R,ll 
+ trace[R,, [L,, R,]] = 0. 
Hence (xy, z) = (x, yz) for all x, y, z in ‘$I; that is, the trace form (3) 
is associative. It follows that the radical ‘$I’ = (x E ZI 1 (x, y) = 0 for all J 
in ‘$I} of the trace form is an ideal of 9I [4, p. 241. 
THEOREM 4. Let 2I be a finite-dimensional semialternative algebra over 
a field F of characteristic 0, and let YI be the radical of 5X. Then 9I is the 
radical ‘?l’ of the bilinear form (x, y) in (3). 
ProoJ: For 91 is contained in ‘?I’, since x in % implies xy is in ‘% and 
R, is in %* for every y in ‘8. But %* is nilpotent by Theorem 1. Hence 
R, is nilpotent and (x, y) = trace R, = 0 for all y in 2I, implying x is in 
%I. If % f%II, then 91LI/(J1 is a nonzero ideal in the semisimple algebra 
%/‘% which is alternative [2,3, 51. Hence 21c1/% is itself semisimple and has 
a unity element, u + %, say. Then u is an element of 21”I satisfying 
u’-UE!n, u$+!n. (33) 
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We shall show that (33) implies 
trace R, # 0. (34) 
For (33) implies u2 = u+n with n in %. Putting x= u in (6) yields 
R~-RZ,R,+.-R,,,,Rt+RZ,.=O, or 
R;-2R;+R;=R;R,+R,RZ,-R,R,-R,R,-R; (35) 
with n in 8. As in the proof of Theorem 1, it follows from (5) and the fact 
that 9I is an ideal of ‘% that we may move R, or L, from the left to the 
right of R, or L, (z in 91) in a fashion which, although it may introduce 
new terms and eliminate R, or L,, preserves the number of factors from 
%*. Hence (35) implies that 
R4, - 2R; + R; = N + C Nisi, (36) 
where N, Ni are in ‘%* and the Si are in F[R,, L,]. Now (36) is the case 
j=l of 
(R;-2R;+R;)‘=N’+CN;s;, (37) 
N’, Nl in (!R*)j; Sl in F[R,, L,], which is easily established by induction. 
Theorem 1 implies that (a*)” = 0 for some k, so that (Rt - 2Rz + RZ)k = 0 
by (37), or (R, - Z)2k RF = 0. Hence 2l is the direct sum 2I = 211 + 2& of 
subspaces !!Ii, where 91i = {x in ‘!II 1 x(R, - iZ)2k = O}. Then 
trace R, = dim VII. (38) 
Now 911, #O, since otherwise 9l= ‘$I,, implying uRp=O; but u+ ‘9I is 
idempotent in a/‘%, implying uRF - u (mod %), a contradiction by (33). 
Since F is of characteristic 0, (38) implies (34). Then u in 21L implies 
0 = (u, U) = trace RUz = trace R, + trace R, = trace R, # 0, a contradiction. 
That is, ‘% = 21L, as desired. 
By DieudonnC’s Theorem [4, Theorem 2.61 it follows from Theorem 4 
that any semisimple finite-dimensional semialternative algebra ‘$I of charac- 
teristic 0 is a direct sum of simple ideals. Also it follows easily that 2X is 
alternative. For (1) implies (x, x, y) = (x, y, x), giving 
x’y + x(yx) = x(xy) + (xy) x (39) 
for all x, y in 9X. Then 2(x2x, ~7) = 2(x2, XJJ) = 2(x, x(xq’)) = 
(x, 4-v)) + WV), x) = (x, X(X.Y) + (XY) x) = (x, x*y + x(.Yx)) by (39), 
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so that 2(x2x, J?) = (x’y, X) + (x, x(p)) = (x’, JX) + (x2, vx) = 2(yx, xz j = 
2(y, xx’) = 2(.x.x’, J,) for all J’ in ‘LI, implying that x2x = xx’, or 
(x,x,x)=0 (4) 
for all x in Zl. Then (40) and (4) imply that Ql is alternative. However, 
these applications of a trace argument give only a very special case of the 
more general results of [2, 3, 51. So we conclude this paper with a different 
standard application. 
THEOREM 5. Let ‘3 be a finite-dimensional semialternative algebra over a 
field F of characteristic 0. Then the radical 9I of ‘9l is characteristic; that is, 
SD is contained in 91 for every derivation D of W 
Proof. Let x be in %. Theorem 4 implies that (xD, ~7) = trace R(,,,,. = 
trace Roj D - trace R,(,,, = trace[R,,, D] - (x, yD) = 0 for all y in 2l by 
[4, p. 761. Hence XD is in ‘91”I = 92. 
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